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The US Department of Energy recently issued a Request for Information (RFI) to inform the
development of the Home Energy Rebate Programs. The full RFI includes sixty questions regarding
equitable program design, tools, metrics, and sustainability. Recurve prepared the attached comments
in response to many of the questions posed.

Recurve Analytics, Inc. is an industry leader in meter-based demand flexibility. Recurve
provides transparent, accessible analytics to track changes in consumption and demand from program
interventions for individual homes and buildings and track their performance in aggregate. We
specialize in resource planning and data-driven program delivery anchored with open-source
advanced measurement and verification (OpenEEmeter). Our strategies and market-based solutions
represent a new frontier for state agencies, load-serving entities, and aggregators to scale
demand-side distributed energy resources and ensure that they can deliver value to the grid and
reduce energy burden for customers and businesses.

Recurve's responses on the RFI are informed by our experience implementing residential home
performance programs across the United States. The HOMEs measured pathway is built on historical
best practices in measurement and verification, alignment of incentives, and accountability. Our
responses focus on the following key recommendations:

1. Measure all projects using a standard open-source advanced M&V method and code base.
Whether a state adopts a modeled and/or measured path for implementing HOMEs, it is
paramount that DOE reviews and understands the actual impacts of this historic investment
using a consistent standard.

2. Support data-driven targeting as an industry best practice to ensure federal funds drive
maximum impact for customers and the electrical and gas systems.

3. Encourage pathways for incentive layering to ensure seamless integration of federal funds
with local funding sources. Specifically, we request that DOE allow revolving loan funds can be
coupled with the measured pathway to address cash flow.

4. Utilize hourly consumption data to ensure associated time and locational value can drive
investments that have value for the grid as well as for customers. We offer examples of how
this is being done and how it builds for a future of efficiency as an indispensable part of
energy resource planning and optimization.

5. Encourage open technology-agnostic solutions delivered via open-market delivery
approaches that provide service providers flexibility to meet customer needs directly.

Our attached comments include links to resources to develop program models and prepare for
implementing the HOMEs measured performance pathway. Please contact us with questions or
comments or to collaborate on designing solutions for this exciting future.

Best wishes,

Carmen Best
Chief Policy Officer

Copyright © 2022, Recurve Analytics, All rights reserved

https://eere-exchange.energy.gov/Default.aspx#FoaId01172e95-5645-4356-8f3b-96fd144f9213
http://recurve.com
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https://www.recurve.com/contact-us


Recurve Response to the RFI for the Home Efficiency Rebate Programs

A. Respondent Contact Information
1. Name: Carmen Best, Chief Policy Officer, Organization Name: Recurve Analytics, Inc., Organization
Type: Company, Phone number:(608) 332-7992, Email address: carmen@recurve.com

B. Accessible and Equitable Program Design

2.  What best practices can program administrators and other relevant stakeholders (e.g.,
retailers, contractors, or community-based organizations) use to ensure that disadvantaged
communities and low-income households are aware of and have easy access to the Home Energy
Rebate programs?

Provide simplified implementation models that complement market-rate programs and that can
enhance identification and outreach to disadvantaged communities in each state as part of the overall
program plan.

3. How can DOE encourage program administrators to design their rebate programs to align with
the Justice40 Initiative, which commits to delivering forty percent of the overall benefits (home
improvements, jobs, etc.) from certain federal investments to disadvantaged communities that
are marginalized, underserved, and overburdened by pollution?

Higher incentives are made available for targeted segments in the law and can be deployed with
existing programs.  Conducting targeting for the programs, including these parameters, can ensure
that the people who will benefit most can be served first.

5.  How can the Home Energy Rebate programs help to minimize energy burden and costs,
particularly in low- and moderate-income (LMI) and high energy burden households?

Recurve has found that data-driven, meter-based customer targeting is the key to ensuring that
programs help reach the LMI customers who need it most. Meter-based targeting can provide actual
bill savings and help mitigate the increased energy burden from electrification. Identifying and
focusing on serving customers with the greatest potential for having good outcomes from an
intervention, often highly correlated to energy burden, allows the funds to drive maximum impacts
and value to participants.

6. What types of program design approaches, guidelines, tools, savings analyses, policies, or
reviews can help discourage contractors from using rebates for upgrades that will likely result in
higher annual household energy bills, particularly for low-income households?

Recurve's recent study of four ComEd energy efficiency programs found that customer targeting using
pre-program AMI data effectively identifies customers with the highest savings potential.  The study
also found that targeted customers (top 25%) in the Income-Eligible Weatherization Program saw
more than double the average savings of the rest.

Similarly, researchers analyzed the energy consumption of almost 350,000 customers in Northern
California, focusing on those who have already installed air conditioning as part of the TECH Clean
California electrification program. The analysis found that 30 percent of customers would see their
bills go up after switching because of high electricity rates. Another 46 percent would save only an
average of $40 per year, leaving 24 percent of customers who would average $200 per year for what
was, on average, over $18,000 invested. The report highlights the need to carefully target customers
with a high potential for savings and consider other factors that motivate participation.
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Using energy consumption data to develop customer parameters for high- and low-savers and sharing
those insights with participating contractors and aggregators supports them in delivering measurable
results. Since they are paid based on these quantifiable results, customers are protected from
low-quality work that doesn't deliver promised benefits.

9. What are best practices for implementing successful ‘point of sale’ rebates, including when
considering contractor needs?

"Point of sale" rebate best practices are more appropriate for single-technology programs, while the
HOMES rebate program requires whole-house energy savings and access to bill data.  A best practice
while implementing a measured approach is to offer the customer a package of different technologies
that suit their needs.  Transferring the rebate to the aggregator reduces the project's overall cost while
shifting the performance risk away from the customer.

12. Which Home Energy Rebate program components across Sections 50121 and 50122 should be
implemented separately or together? Some examples could include:
(i)  Marketing, communications, branding
(ii)  Income verification
(iii)  Rebate processing
(iv)  Contractor requirements
(v)  Home energy assessments
(vi)  Data collection and reporting

Historically, modeled approaches that pay for predicted outcomes upfront require highly prescriptive
rules and stringent oversight before projects are even installed. Low realization rates persist in these
programs and deliver underwhelming outcomes. The implementer has an intrinsic incentive to predict
high savings and cut costs on implementation to improve their installation margins with no backend
processes to ensure they deliver the impacts. Measured performance aligns incentives with actual
delivered outcomes, meaning contractors and aggregators make more money for high-quality work
that drives real results. This dramatically simplifies program designs, because it can cut out highly
prescriptive rules and deliver better customer outcomes. Therefore, the measured program provides
an efficient and accountable use of taxpayer funds.

12. Which Home Energy Rebate program components across Sections 50121 and 50122 should be
implemented separately or together? Some examples could include: (i) Marketing,
communications, branding, (ii) Income verification (iii.) Rebate processing, (iv) Contractor
requirements, (v) Home Energy Assessments (vi) Data collection and Reporting

12(i). Marketing, communication, and branding will be dependent on the program design.
Companies offering customer services are typically the primary marketing channel if a market-based
design is adopted.HOMES limits program implementation to 20% of the budget which will limit direct
customer marketing. Using customer targeting information to enable aggregators to market to the
best candidate customers will be critical to utilize limited funding.

12(ii). Income verification A unified system for income verification across a state should be used to
ensure a streamlined and consistent flow of accurate information and reporting.
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12(iii). Rebate Processing Measured performance programs need processes for enrollment, tracking,
and payment. Since aggregators are the point of payment, the primary component is validating
savings and calculating the eligible payment.

12(iv). Contractor Requirements In a measured program, payments are based on outcomes;
contractors and aggregators take on the performance risk. This greatly reduces the need for upfront
regulations and opens the door to a wider range of potential providers who have creative business
models or ways to reach LMI/high energy-burden customers. Contractor requirements can be limited
to basic licensing and financial viability.

12(v). Home Energy Assessments Developing a work scope and engaging customers depends on the
program model implemented. Modeled approaches require more detailed and complicated home
assessments to develop the necessary energy model correctly and are often limited to measures
software is capable of modeling.

Conversely, measured approaches are paid based on actual metered performance instead of upfront
predictions. They don’t require detailed or prescriptive upfront assessments, allowing more room for
innovation and business model variation, as risk of underperformance falls squarely on the contractor
and aggregator. The goal of a measured program is to enable innovation and more streamlined
approaches to the market. Ex:Companies that are successfully conducting assessments and home
performance and electrification sales over the phone.

12(vi). Data collection and Reporting The necessary data will depend on the program model
implemented. For a modeled approach, calibrating the model that is the basis of the incentive
payment requires gathering extensive information about the age and size of the building and shell
assemblies, the type of heating and cooling system, the existence of insulation and other measures,
recent energy bills, room-by-room inspection, and a blower door test to measure air leakage.

In the measured approach, the primary data needed is the energy consumption of the customer
before and after the intervention. Most measured programs collect information on the technologies
installed and their cost. This simplifies the data collection and management process while reducing
contractor and program transaction costs.

For modeled and measured approaches DOE should require reporting actual savings and those savings
be calculated using a consistent, open-source Advanced Measurement and Verification code base.

The actual savings achieved at the meter is the most accurate representation of customer's bill
savings, GHG impacts, and grid value.  Even if states choose to run programs that rely on up-front
assumptions and predictions of savings, it is prudent for DOE to require quantification of actual
impacts. Embedded measurement and verification is a common, responsible practice to provide
feedback for program improvement. It is accessible to all states and will provide concrete evidence of
the impacts of this significant investment in home performance.

For example, the Advanced Home Upgrade Program in California, which was originally deployed using
a modeled approach, was measured in real-time during the entire program to enable process
improvement. The program was found to only deliver 27% of the predicted savings (realization rate)
that were used to calibrate estimates and incentives. The program transitioned to a measured P4P
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program and subsequently achieved realization rates of over 100%. Similar results can be found in
home performance programs across the country.

TECH Clean California is a statewide program that pays deemed incentives for heat pumps. To ensure
rebates go where they can have the greatest impacts, the program uses consumption analytics to
target high-potential customers and avoid negative equity impacts. The program also measures the
bill impacts and GHG impacts of all heat pump installations to optimize program design and
understand the potential grid impacts of widespread electrification. (See the webinar Using Advanced
Targeting to Ensure that Electrification Reaches Those Who Will Benefit Most for more detail.)

Targeting and measurement are fundamental best practices that should be required for the HOMES
programs and for the HEERA Electrification program. You cannot improve what you don’t measure. We
strongly encourage DOE and SEOs to use this opportunity to advance the demand-side industry by
requiring that impacts are measured and reported in all cases.

D. Designing Programs for Maximum Impact

17.  What evaluations of similar programs exist that can provide lessons learned and
recommendations for effective program guidance, support, and best practices?

Recurve’s recent study of four ComEd energy efficiency programs demonstrated that customer
targeting based on pre-program AMI data can accurately predict results for future customers.
Targeting metrics were predictive of savings outcomes for the multiple weatherization and HVAC
programs evaluated and could be applied to future participants to optimize programs and customer
benefits. Targeting the highest 25% of savers for each of the four programs could drive 2-4.5 times
more savings than the average, depending on the program. Targeting is a best practice that should be
utilized in optimizing HOMES deployment.

Source: Recurve Analytics on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Utilizing Smart Meter Data to Improve
Program Cost-Effectiveness and Customer Outcomes. January 2023.

The Energy Upgrade California Advanced Home Upgrade Program (AHUP) was a statewide program
administered by the California IOUs from 2010 to 2019. In this program, customers were paid based on
modeled (predicted) savings, with 20% predicted savings worth $2,000. The evaluation showed
average site savings of only 9.6% on a combined whole-house energy basis. The realization rates were
27.3%, (i.e. only 1 out of every 4 units of energy the models predicted and were paid for were actually
delivered). The AHUP program was designed with the most innovative modeling software - the lesson
is that models fall short in predicting accurate energy consumption at the site level.

Source: DNV-GL Impact Evaluation Report Home Upgrade Program – Residential Program Year 2017
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION CALMAC ID: CPU0191.01 April 29, 2019

More recent results of measured home performance programs have demonstrated positive results.
Franklin Energy implemented a measured home performance program with PG&E from 2019 - 2022.
Results presented at an industry forum demonstrated high realization rates as well as customer
satisfaction and delivered significant peak electric savings.
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Source: Justin Kjeltsen, Franklin Energy, Presentation at California Efficiency and Demand
Management Council EM&V Forum February 2023

Other references for this program include:
-Leif Magnuson, PG&E Better Buildings Residential Network Peer Exchange Call Series: Spring
Forward: Top Strategies for Growing and Scaling Your Program (301) May 26, 2016
-Leif Magnuson and Adam Scheer PG&E - "From the Shadows to the Spotlight " Presentation Summary
at California Efficiency and Demand Management Council EM&V Forum January 2019

While not compiled in an evaluation report, Recurve has collected some key lessons learned from
experience with residential pay-for-performance programs in Oregon, New York and California. Best
new best practices can be found in current models (i.e. MCE Residential FLEXmarket and Tri-County
Regional Network FLEXmarket):

1. Offer open-market procurements so that more than one or two companies can have an
opportunity to participate and drive impacts.

2. Start with a standard offer price to allow aggregators to build knowledge based on their
performance. Early market actors may not have enough information to price their bids
appropriately and get stuck.

3. Modify the program delivery to reflect a measured incentive structure and data-rich feedback.
Deemed programs, with no modification, will likely fall short of desired performance.

4. Savings must be deep enough to measure (+5%)
5. Include the time-value of performance impacts with technology incentives, and account for

the aggregator's performance risk.

Apex Analytics evaluation report of the Oregon Residential P4P pilot is also a helpful resource to
understand how deemed programs need to adapt to a measured model. Energy Trust of Oregon
Residential Pay for Performance Pilot Evaluation Report, Apex Analytics 2021.

Findings on the challenges of weatherization program realization rates can be found in the E2e
Working Paper 046 Decomposing the Wedge Between Projected and Realized Returns in Energy
Efficiency Programs, February 15, 2021.

18. How should DOE, states, tribes, and territories measure success? Examples may include high
customer satisfaction, measured or estimated benefits (e.g., impacts on energy, bills, emissions,
health, or peak demand), quality job creation, valuation of home upgrades or overall efficiency,
etc. What specific data is needed to evaluate progress toward these recommended metrics of
success?

DOE should focus on the value of measured changes in energy consumption and the related customer
bill and grid impacts.  These impacts directly translate to GHG reductions, resilience, and reliability as
the primary metrics of success. The data needed to evaluate these metrics include time-delimited
energy consumption patterns, geographic location, and rates.

Whenever possible, these measurements should include hourly AMI data to account for the differing
value of savings over time. For example, states like California, with large amounts of solar power, are
struggling to address the mismatch between daytime solar supply and evening demand (the “duck
curve”). Regions with high penetration of wind, such as Texas and the Midwest, face similar
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challenges. In all of these cases, variability contributes to regular periods of over and undersupply and
periods of negative energy prices. Energy savings that happen during periods of renewable oversupply
do nothing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions or help grid stability. Conversely, savings that happen
at peak times can contribute to grid stability by taking pressure off of consumption during extreme
events and reducing the need to deploy carbon-heavy fossil-fuel peaker plants.

Measuring and understanding the time and locational impacts is critical for incentivizing demand-side
interventions that promote grid resilience, support renewables, and reduce GHG emissions.

19. What data should program administrators and DOE collect throughout the program for the
purposes of evaluation? What evaluation protocols should program administrators and DOE put
into place before program implementation begins?

19a. How often should program administrators be required to evaluate program performance?
How often should DOE evaluate the program?

The measured approach embeds open-source auditable evaluation that provides near real-time
feedback.  This allows for continuous monitoring and evaluation, so adjustments and improvements to
the program implementation can be made simultaneously, ensuring programs are reaching their
desired goals.

Embedded open-source measurement and verification should be used for the modeled and measured
HOMES and HEERA pathways. If measured results are the basis of reporting to DOE, no additional
impact evaluation would be necessary. DOE could simply conduct an audit of reported results.

19b. What specific data is needed to evaluate program success in reaching disadvantaged
communities?

Data on the number of customers representing targeted communities in each program is needed to
evaluate success in reaching DAC. Other metrics would be the same as the rest of the program.

20. How should these programs be designed to spur durable market demand for efficient and
electrified homes? How can program designs best assure continued funding and financing for
home efficiency and electrification improvements even after these funds have been depleted?

To spur durable market demand and assure continued success after HOMES funds have been depleted,
program designs must become self-sustaining as either cost-effective rate-payer programs or as
virtual power plants (VPP) that can reliably produce real and measurable grid value funded through
procurement mechanisms.

The risk with deploying only a modeled approach is that it cannot provide the reliable results needed
for a VPP model and may not stand up to rate-payer program cost tests which could mean the
program ends when federal funding is over.

Following the measured path, on the other hand, allows aggregators to deliver value to customers and
demonstrate grid impacts. This could transfer into a VPP model where the grid impacts could be
purchased by LSEs or a cost-effective rate-payer program model that, in both cases, would fund and
support investment in quality products and services to customers.
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For market-rate customers, these services are sold, not bought. In other words, when replacing an
appliance or retrofitting a house, customers will often simply accept the recommendation of a
contractor. Designing sustainable contractor business models in which they are incentivized to deliver
grid savings in addition to customer value is critical for the sustainability of a program. State
implementation models can enable aggregators and contractors to integrate these incentives into their
business models with this federal funding stream to set them up for future continued success once
federal funds have expired.

Additionally, the home certification provision may also support self-sustaining market demand for
electrification and high-performing homes continue long after the rebate funds are expended. To
ensure that the full potential of this provision is realized, DOE guidelines should recommend states
adopt straightforward approaches to home certification that will maximize their market impact but not
drag project throughput.

21. Based on past successes, what practices and policies should program administrators to use to
drive higher energy savings per rebate dollar invested (e.g., measure bundling, order of
installation, home characteristics, or sizing equipment after insulation/sealing)?

The most important practices DOE can encourage in their guidance are: 1) to allow flexibility to
aggregators to deliver products and services that customers want and need; 2) allow for truly
technology-agnostic approaches that can reduce overall energy consumption; and 3) support incentive
layering to stretch each federal dollar further.

23. What best practices, like bulk purchasing or bulk installation, should program administrators
consider to reduce implementation costs for rebate recipients or to maximize the reach of
program funding?

Administrators should focus on leveraging community businesses in the equipment distribution
business partnered with contractors rather than attempting to intermediate them. Past experience in
the ARRA bulk buying for HVAC demonstrated the complexity of this approach and the fact that
contractors use specific brands, and there are hundreds of products in addition to the HVAC system
itself required for installation. Improving the efficiencies of a professional distribution company is a
significant challenge. It requires many hundreds of products on hand, customer service, on-time
delivery, stock, return policies, etc. that may be difficult to emulate or improve upon.

24. What practices should states, territories, and Indian Tribes include in program design to
maximize uptake, such as interim targets, incentives to contractors to install eligible equipment,
or partnerships with for-profit, non-profit, or municipal entities)?

Program administrators should leverage existing programs where possible, and use embedded M&V to
support adaptation and maximization of benefits. Make it simple to deploy and tied to local expertise.

26. What program design requirements are necessary to support increased investment in new
business models, with the long-term goal of sustained financial and market investment and
accelerated market adoption?
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Programs must be easily implemented, have low transaction costs, and allow for flexibility in how
companies deploy their business models and the technologies offered to customers.  DOE should also
encourage states to include the grid and/or GHG value as a central tenet of the program alongside the
customer value. This will demonstrate the potential value for continued investment of load-serving
entities in demand-side grid assets (homes and businesses) to continue to improve reliability and
resilience for the system, as well as individuals.  The measured approach frees aggregators to innovate
and invent delivery models that provide the best solutions for customers and contractors alike.
Aligning incentives with outcomes and paying for performance lowers individual transaction costs
during the sale and installation periods and allows aggregators to build sustainable business models
for the continued investment in demand-side resources.

E. Integrating Existing Incentives & Programs

28. How can DOE encourage program administrators to build on and coordinate these funds with
existing networks and programs to maximize impact? Other programs may include state energy
efficiency Revolving Loan Funds (RLF), utility energy efficiency programs, U.S. Department of
Health & Human Services Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP),
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), tax incentives, among other funding sources.

28a. What guidance is needed from DOE to make this successful?

Creating new programs that need to be coordinated will create more confusion and transaction costs
in the market; less is truly more in this case. The measured path has the necessary flexibility to be
stacked on top of existing programs without creating market confusion and new complicated rules.
Allowing the IRA incentives to be stacked on top of existing state and utility incentives is great policy.
These programs, which have not scaled, will get a needed shot in the arm in the form of additional
incentives. Adding the incentive of pay for performance, and in some cases, time-based value will
create the conditions that encourage these programs to evolve to improve delivered outcomes. DOE
guidance for federal programs should clarify that states are allowed to stack benefits wherever
possible and within the bounds of the law as the fastest and lowest transaction cost path to the
market.

The measured approach can be stacked on existing utility programs and federal tax credits with little
new overhead or requirement for new and complicated program designs.  This deployment strategy
can turbocharge programs so they launch more quickly by leveraging both ratepayer and federal
investment to drive greater demand.  Paying for performance ensures that current programs deliver
real and greater savings to customers, and when AMI is present, time-based incentives can be sent to
drive greater peak savings and GHG reductions.

The modeled approach, on the other hand, requires a specific whole-house energy audit and model,
which will be challenging to stack on existing programs without substantial transaction costs to all
parties.

DOE should offer states guidance on existing examples of how to facilitate braiding (of funds),
incentive layering (of technology-specific incentives), and value stacking (of benefits). For example, in
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a measured program, pooled funds (braided) can be deployed to common communities to achieve
co-benefits (e.g., rural innovation loan funds and home performance rebates could focus on upgrades
geographically).  Technology incentives available in a utility program could be coupled with home
performance incentives to drive deeper savings impacts or address other costs.  In a time-valued
measured program, the value from multiple sources can be stacked (i.e., avoided cost curve + carbon,
reliability, etc.) to send a price signal to aggregators to optimize the home performance outcomes with
other policy goals.

Existing loan funds should explicitly be allowed to complement measured programs. Because the loan
could be paid back in part or in whole by the performance incentive, aggregators could leverage loan
dollars for the initial installation. This would help participants and aggregators overcome first-cost
barriers and extend the impact of both the revolving loan fund and the performance incentive
program. Using these programs together creates the necessary cash flow and as such is not double
paying for the upgrade.

DOE should offer states principles for braiding, layering, and stacking and reassure them of their
autonomy to do so as long as documentation and rationale follow the guiding principles.

28c. What concerns and risks should DOE be aware of in introducing these programs into existing
programs and networks? How can program administrators prevent the layering of federal, state,
and local incentives whose combined value is greater than that of the product being purchased?

The DOE could provide guidance to SEOs that they should not offer incentives that exceed the total
cost of a project. (For a measured path, this guidance should only apply to portfolios of projects). This
is not likely a common problem as the typical cost of a project is much higher than available
incentives. For example, home performance jobs typically cost more than $10,000, so a $2,000
incentive would only cover a small fraction of the total project cost. Having caps in place on the
project cost is a sufficient mechanism for managing the risk of overpayment.

It is important to note that the long-term performance value of a project—which could include GHG
mitigation, improved grid stability, avoided maintenance costs, and other factors—could be greater
than the upfront cost of physical equipment. SEOs should be allowed to submit plans in which HOME
rebates are included in value payment program models.

29. What are potential barriers to effective program energy savings attribution? Are there best
practices to address these barriers?

The primary barrier to effective program attribution is overcomplicating the segmentation of savings
credit.  For HOMES and HEERA, it is not necessary to attribute the energy savings since the programs’
policy intent represents a unique value stream above and beyond existing programs. Programs should
in particular steer clear of self-report surveys after implementation.

A best practice for handling attribution is for programs with common objectives to recognize that they
each have differing roles and discrete barriers that they must each address in getting to a common
objective. In addition, entities involved in funding a program can discreetly define a value stream they
are supporting to achieve a particular objective.
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A state energy office, for example, may wish to "claim" the bill impacts, and a utility partner would
"claim" the grid impacts to align with their savings goals. Both influenced the action, combined
available funding resources and they can share credit for achieving a successful outcome. Tracking
how federal dollars have accelerated investment (scope, scale, or depth) in home upgrades can also
speak to the shared success of joint influence above and beyond the status quo (another means of
assessing attribution).

In that vein, the most important question of attribution is if the intervention (regardless of why)
resulted in energy savings impacts relative to the population. Measuring the actual savings impact
with a matched comparison group is the best means of understanding overall program influence.
Meter-based site-level analysis provides bill impacts, and the comparison group provides an
assessment of the incremental impact of the intervention relative to the general population. Where
feasible, this form of analysis should be conducted to understand incremental impacts to the grid.

31. What safeguards can program administrators put in place to ensure local utility rebates and
other local funding that existed before the Home Energy Rebates are not decreased in response
to the availability of the Home Energy Rebates?

Administrators should work closely with regulators and utility program managers to allow for and
encourage responsible incentive layering. Collaborative approaches to augment rather than replace
funding will allow each available dollar to expand the scope, scale, or depth of existing programs and
build scalable market models for the future.

F. Opt-In Tools, Resources, Technical Assistance, and Partnerships

32. DOE may invest in tools and resources that states, territories, and Indian Tribes can elect to
use to implement their programs. Program components could include (i) systems to track or
process rebates, transactions, and improvements; (ii) systems to verify income eligibility; (iii)
software to model and optimize savings; (iv) systems and/or forms for data collection; (v) model
program templates program administrators can adopt in their application; (vi) stakeholder
engagement guidance and resources; (vii) standardized datasets and APIs, and (viii) program
marketing, education, and branding.

32a. Which of these should be prioritized?

Recurve urges the prioritization of (iii) Software to model and optimize savings. DOE has already made
substantial investments in the development of open source Advanced M&V tools such as the
OpenEEmeter, and the GRIDmeter for comparison groups. DOE should provide further support,
education, and encouragement to states to utilize these tools to quantify the bill savings and energy
impacts from measured and modeled pathways. These tools are housed at Linux Foundation Energy,
the world’s leading open-source foundation. OpenEEmeter is available under an Apache2 license,
meaning any party can use it without restriction.

(vii) standardized datasets and APIs should also be considered but will take time to develop and should
not preclude implementation. These will vary by state based on what type of data-sharing agreements
the state has in place.  A standardized data schema would aid in the streamlined, consistent
calculation of impacts across states and ultimately reported to DOE. Both participant and
non-participant data should be considered in the guidelines for data access. In essence, states can
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classify the implementation of HOMEs as a primary purpose for enhancing reliability and grid
operations (see a recent decision from California Public Utilities Commission D.23-02-002 for an
example).  As such, energy consumption data could be made available under a secure agreement to
administrators with privacy protection qualifications or their approved vendors.

32b. Are any of these not needed?

At this time, we don't see the added value of DOE developing additional tools for implementation as
each state will have different needs. The tools necessary to implement all aspects of HOMEs IRA
incentives either exist already or will emerge.  Recurve believes the following program components are
unnecessary to develop at the federal level: (i) systems to track or process rebates, transactions, and
improvements & (iv) systems and/or forms for data collection.  Both are already available in the
market and easily "procurable" by SEOs and their partners.

33. What existing systems and tools can DOE, states, territories, Indian Tribes, program
administrators, aggregators, and/or financiers leverage to implement the Home Energy Rebate
programs?

Both the OpenEEmeter and GRIDmeter methods and code base are already developed, tested, and
utilized by regulators and utilities, and are open-source under an Apache2 license, allowing for
unrestricted use. DOE was instrumental in funding the development of these methods and code and
should urge SEOs, program administrators, and aggregators to utilize them in the implementation of
HOMEs. Measurement should be standardized across programs and SEOs. Just like a kWh, yard, or
gallon of gas, we need weights and measures and standard, transparent, open-source math. DOE
should specify the OpenEEmeter as a standard weight and measure for this program to ensure useful
data is generated and enable a consistent addressable market. This is an appropriate role for DOE and
would advance the entire demand-side industry.

34. Are there any program components that DOE should provide nationally to avoid duplication
of effort and/or encourage consistency?

Given the timeline and the diversity of the infrastructure and needs of each state, it is unlikely that
DOE could implement national tools that can effectively be deployed.  However, they could provide
accessible training on existing tools and encourage engagement in open-source processes and
communities.

35. What types of support or technical assistance would be most useful for DOE to provide to
states, territories, Indian Tribes, and other program administrators to assist in developing
program applications as well as in implementation?

Training and orientation on existing open-source methods and code for M&V (specifically how to use
OpenEEmeter), as well as data security, SOC2 compliance, privacy rules, and best practices of data
management, would be the most useful support DOE could offer.

G. Income Verification

Many vendors have solutions in place already that have proven effective.  Where it is possible to have
centralized, secure platforms to verify quickly, this would be the preferred approach.
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H. Estimating and Measuring Energy Savings

40. For the Home Efficiency Rebates, how should DOE support program implementers in
selecting, developing, and implementing the modeled and/or measured energy efficiency path?
What factors will drive decisions to implement a modeled, measured, or both programs?

The measured program approach should be a priority implementation model for states to ensure real
impacts are delivered to participants and the program supports a sustainable market model for
investing in energy efficiency as a grid resource.  Current and past measured performance programs
offer DOE and stakeholders examples of discrete successes and challenges. DOE can support states by
keeping prescriptive regulations light and focusing guidance on offering measured program and RFP
examples. DOE could also support states in considering a long-term pathway for a measured program
to persist beyond the federal funding horizon.

For the measured and modeled pathways for measuring impacts, many factors will drive the decision
on what to implement, including the presence of existing programs. A path for future sustainability
should be included in this consideration. The primary short-term factors will likely be ease of
implementation and the availability of partners and aggregators to support implementation within any
given state.  A wide range of service providers (implementers, aggregators, open-source M&V
providers) are ready to deploy their services across the country.  Considering partnership or
collaboration with utilities currently offering programs and data capabilities will also be an important
short-term factor in choosing and deploying a measured approach.

Factors for longer-term consideration should include the ability to scale investments in energy
efficiency for its value in shoring up reliability and improving resilience. All states have the opportunity
to implement a data-driven measured approach to unlock a future of investment in demand flexibility
based on the evidence of tangible impacts. Perhaps even more critical than DOE involvement is for
state-level agencies and organizations coordinate and recognize that by taking the measured pathway
they will help to ensure this investment ultimately results in bill impacts for energy consumers and
improved reliability and resilience for the energy infrastructure in the state.

DOE can support states taking the measured path by sharing best practices in advanced open-source
measurement and verification. Measurement and verification of energy efficiency programs is
commonplace. However, this analysis is usually bespoke, happens only at the end of program cycles,
and is designed for compliance, not process improvement or payment.  Advanced open-source
measurement and verification offers a means of providing standardized embedded feedback that
supports program adaptation and improvement as it is being deployed.

This best practice has been learned in the crucible of experience. In the Advanced Home Upgrade
Program (a modeled performance program in California that closely mirrors the current IRA rules) the
modeled approach was validated with a measured evaluation in near-real time, even though payments
were made on predictions. The embedded feedback approach revealed significant issues with the
models compared to actual performance and substantial variation in outcomes between contractors.
Because the program had embedded feedback, implementers were able to implement changes to
focus on high-performing contracts, calibrate predictions, and change the payment model to
encourage deeper savings not just percent reductions. The embedded analysis also revealed that
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aiming for percent reductions drove the market to low consumers, rather than large savers, resulting
in low rates of actual saved kWh and therms.

Given this and many similar experiences across the industry, we recommend that DOE require that
HOMEs programs using a modeled approach also utilize advanced open-source M&V to publicly report
savings impacts.

41. What have evaluations found to be critical drivers of success in accurately modeling or
predicting energy savings?

There is no simple solution to model accuracy. Several factors result in what is endemic over
prediction: 1) Models generally have a bias to overestimate consumption (especially in older buildings),
2) Auditors using models have a significant incentive to overestimate, and it's easy to do even without
intent to do so, 3) The transaction costs associated with modeling encourage shortcuts (few models
are created from scratch for each house). (See E2e Working paper 046)

One key solution that offers a starting point, but needs more development, is model calibration to
historical consumption, as referenced by the BPI 2400 ANSI standard.  Uncalibrated models have no
source of truth or tether to actual consumption or building performance, and their use should be
minimized.  However, while it has been shown that a trained engineer can produce accurate models
and calibration can work, when tested in the same market in actual practice, bill calibration doesn’t
have the same effect. Calibration is difficult, so it often is not done well, especially when there is no
incentive to do so. In the field, calibrated model realization rates are frequently still under 40%.  In
addition, it has been found that program implementers also require model quality assurance in
addition to the significant cost and time of desktop QA procedures. The modeled approach allows
contractors to essentially write rebate checks and incentivizes high predictions — which is hard to
overcome regardless of rules or QA checks. Even after calibration, it has been shown that realization
rates can still be well under 50%. Aligning incentives is the key to performance. As noted in an earlier
question, in California’s residential measured performance program, Franklin Energy has achieved over
100% realized savings rate (compared to 27% for the predicted Advanced Home Upgrade program it
replaced).  This turnaround was a combination of the fact that measurement creates an incentive to
be accurate, and Franklin Energy was able to use the data generated from measuring past projects to
calibrate prediction. Accuracy is possible when there is performance data and aligned incentives.

Measured home performance programs do estimate savings in the project development phase, but
since payments are not made based on those estimates, they do not present the same kind of risk to
taxpayers. The nature of measured programs, quantifying and paying on actual impacts, creates a
positive feedback loop as the actuarial data from past projects and portfolios have performed supports
the estimate for the next project.  In addition, that information has significant value to the providers
because it is a basis of payment.  Academic ex-post evaluations of actual impacts have historically
struggled to be relevant to the same audience and drive meaningful changes in program design.
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42. What recommended methodologies or standards could be used by states/programs to
calculate energy savings and associated impacts, such as greenhouse gas emissions reductions?
What software is used to implement that methodology? What are the key inputs and features?

The core calculations for energy savings are directly related to the associated impacts. The
OpenEEmeter methods and code base provide a standard for programs and states to use in
quantifying changes in energy consumption and associated impacts and represent a long-term
investment by DOE (see our answer to question 32a for details).  Electric hourly consumption data can
be directly mapped to the marginal carbon intensity of the grid at that hour to quantify GHG impacts
coincident with energy savings and should be used where possible. The level of precision and detail
may vary by state, but even with seasonal carbon intensity or an annual carbon intensity factor, it is
possible to estimate GHG emissions. Savings from natural gas efficiency or delivered fuels can be
directly quantified based on the fuel type, and the savings achieved.

Carbon or GHG intensity data is generally available at the state level and also via federal resources like
the Energy Information Agency. DOE could catalog the sources for this data, but states would be best
suited to leverage their emissions data where available.

DOE has invested in the development of open-source advanced M&V for over a decade. From that
investment and collaboration with utilities, regulators, and the national labs, the OpenEEmeter and the
GRIDmeter have been developed, tested, and deployed with utilities, regulators, and aggregators
across the country.  Having standard, transparent, and consistent “weights and measures” is critical to
value energy efficiency and having consistent, comparable reporting. DOE should require the use of
existing methods and open-source code and avoid creating bespoke models and new, untested
approaches.

Having consistent standards for measurement is a core responsibility of regulators and the federal
government, and DOE should specifically encourage the adoption of a uniform standard.

43(ii). What software tools provide any of the following capabilities? (ii) Open-source advanced
measurement and verification

The OpenEEmeter, with its Apache 2 open-source license, provides all the core capabilities required for
"open-source advanced measurement and verification.”  As previously noted, DOE has invested in its
development, and we recommend adoption to support standardized weights and measures for the
implementation of HOMEs. (More details provided in answer to question 32a).

The key feature of open-source methods and code-base is transparency. Open-source methods and
code are developed and curated in a transparent governance process. The living products are methods
and code with detailed documentation available to all parties under an open license. This model makes
it possible for any entity to conduct quality assurance on measured savings, and performance can be
commonly understood across state boundaries and implementation companies.

43(iii). Savings valuation based on time, location, or greenhouse gas emissions

Savings valuation is simply monetizing the relationship between changes in energy consumption and
the related impacts it delivers. California, for example, recently abandoned annual kWh savings goals
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and adopted a total system benefit metric grounded in the locational and time value of changes in
energy consumption.  The system benefit represents the combined value of avoided transmission and
distribution costs, emissions reductions (including methane), and even the value of using low GHG
refrigerants for each hour of the year. New York and Rhode Island employ similar structures (though
not time-valued) and put a monetary value on the impacts of energy efficiency to pay performance
incentives to utilities.

States are best positioned to define the time-delimited value stream that aligns with grid and or
decarbonization objectives. Creating an hourly value stream does not need to be complex. Where
available, states could initially use TOU rates as a basis, carbon intensity data sets that are often
available publicly (e.g. GridStatus.io), or even simply add a multiplier during grid peak periods that
align with system needs. Per the legislation, whenever there is AMI, hourly impacts must be used, but
where it's not available, emissions factors are a common practice.

The OpenEEmeter quantifies changes in energy consumption over past usage and then connects those
changes to the value of capturing GHG reductions (emissions intensity), bill impacts (rates), and
geographic (grid reliability or equity or both) benefits. California, Oregon, New York, Illinois, Arizona,
and many other states and utilities have deployed these methods to directly see the value delivered by
their energy efficiency programs.

43(iv). Third-party certified documentation of the work scope and predicted impacts

Additionally, Pearl Certification has developed a suite of software tools to document work scope and
predicted impacts. This software also meets the statutory requirement of providing this information in
a form designed to ensure that the home is properly valued at time of sale or refinance, which meets
the statute requirements for third party certification.

43(v). Other capabilities of interest, including but not limited to the use of standard data
schemas (e.g., HPXML), application programming interfaces (API) integrability, etc.

While it is always a good idea to recommend using standard data formats and APIs, there is already a
diversity of systems in use in the US, so these should be optional. Standardization is noble, but there is
a long history at DOE on this topic, and it always takes significant time, with a low probability of
adoption (see HPXML, Orange Button, Green Button, BEDES, etc).  DOE could release basic information
in their guidelines on the typical data needed to run meter-based quantification to support states in
preparing to run measured programs.

45. The Home Efficiency Rebates refer to savings based on “time, location, or greenhouse gas
emissions.” Please provide input on best practices for calculating savings based on these factors.
How should program administrators value these savings compared to homeowner energy usage
and bill reductions?

Savings value based on time, location or greenhouse gas emissions is a clear priority of the enabling
legislation and is cited as equivalent to direct bill savings. It is explicitly stated as being included in the
application plans. To unlock the transformative power of this historic investment to a market
transformation that will value efficiency impacts for the combined resource, reliability, climate and
resilience impacts - savings value cannot be limited to just customer bill impacts.  Some states no
longer have savings goals and others do not value savings alone in assessing impacts a definition
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inconsistent with the legislation would hamstring states from optimizing the federal objective of the
legislation.

Considering the time, location, or greenhouse gas emissions in the value of savings is straightforward.
The value of savings impacts varies by hour (time), geography (location), and GHG intensity
(emissions) of the grid or displaced fuel used. SEOs, in partnership with utilities or regulatory bodies,
can assign value to each of these components based on needs and constraints in the state's grid and
state goals and create a value stream for each hour of the year.  California currently does this with the
publicly available Avoided Cost Calculator, Illinois and Arizona have Time of Use rates that align with
grid value, and many other states have started to incorporate hourly carbon intensity into their
savings impacts.  Geographic grid constraints are familiar to utilities and their regulators at the
substation level.

The process does not need to be overly complicated and can draw from existing analysis in states to
develop a representative value stream or a proxy shape that will drive savings to where they are
needed most to optimize state objectives. In most cases, this value proposition will be favorably
aligned with customer bill impacts.  Aggregators play a key role in developing solutions that balance
the value proposition between customer bills savings and grid and climate value.

For example, early measured pay for performance (P4P) programs simply valued summer peak (4-9
PM in June, July, and August) at 3x other hours, which had a positive effect on the grid and GHG
impacts. The value is going to be local, so it must be aligned with the intent to motivate the desired
action. Each SEO should be allowed to assign the appropriate value to the stream of benefits.
Recurve has developed a simplified model that can be shared with DOE and states. This model allows
SEOs to adjust kWh payment rates by the hour. The ratio between hours or peak periods is used to
distribute the value of savings in each hour so that it aligns with the time, location, and GHG value
inputs by the SEO, but also rolls back up into $2,000 for 20% reduction on the average home if 20% is
saved across all hours. This model can be shared and is easy to use and adapt for all states in the
country.

I. Eligible Technologies for Rebates

46. How should DOE facilitate that clear information regarding qualifying technologies and
projects is readily available to consumers, contractors, retailers, and other relevant
stakeholders?

Payment in measured home performance programs is made based on the savings achieved at the
meter; any number of technologies can achieve these savings. This flexibility enables and encourages
innovation. For example, many successful programs across the country have coupled distributed solar
with energy efficiency interventions. Therefore, these programs do not need extensive specifications
of qualifying technologies. If absolutely necessary, these programs should only specify what's not
eligible and why. States should have the autonomy to encourage investment in any combination of
technologies that drive customer bill impacts and grid benefits.

48. Should rebates be allowed in instances where the use of the rebate-eligible equipment or
measure is already required by local code?
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Yes. It has been broadly established that substantial up-to-code opportunities are not just happening
on their own. The implementation of HOMEs, for the measured path in particular, is dependent on
adopting an existing conditions baseline.  For example, California utilizes the Normalized Metered
Energy Consumption (NMEC) legislative mandate, which is explicitly designed to encourage
up-to-code retrofits.  Accelerating the adoption of clean and efficient technologies will, in turn,
advance grid benefits, GHG reductions, and bill impacts above and beyond existing conditions and
should be pursued.

J. Data Access and Sharing

49. What should DOE consider when drafting energy usage data-sharing guidelines?

DOE should consider that currently, most programs get customer and population data directly from
utilities rather than on a customer-by-customer basis.  While Recurve is supportive of Green Button
and Green Button Connect, DOE should also allow streamlined data access solutions offered by
companies like UtilityAPI, Arcadia, or direct data collection.

As partners in implementing HOMEs, utilities may only need to share saving outputs and portfolio
performance rather than customer smart meter data.  By requiring open-source EM&V, state energy
offices could QA and verify the outputs without the hassle of managing customer PII.  For SEOs that
choose to implement the program directly, they (or their third-party vendor) would need to receive
customer usage data to effectively implement the program. Securing and protecting customer data
could be the responsibility of the third party. For example, Recurve has served in this role utilizing
Energy Differential Privacy in addition to aggregation and anonymization approaches to manage the
risk of customer re-identification while still providing actionable intelligence. State Energy Offices
would be wise to consider a general framework for data sharing guided by a risk-based approach.
(Arbuckle, El Emam. Building an Anonymization Pipeline is a helpful reference)

50. What are the best practices for minimizing the complications of data collection, allowing data
sharing where needed, and ensuring data security? Is there an opportunity to build upon Green
Button and Green Button Connect?

To minimize potential complications of data collection, a framework for secure data sharing will need
to be established to implement both the modeled and measured approaches.  Frameworks can be
simple and straightforward agreements among existing actors recognizing the value of data-driven
implementation, the need to protect privacy and the rights of consumers to have access to their own
data.

For the measured approach, the amount of data needed by the state energy office can be minimized
through partnerships. Quantification of savings for each customer in the program can be conducted by
a utility or load serving entity and the outcomes (a derivative of savings calculations) can be shared
with the state energy office.  These calculated outputs could be provided on a portfolio-level basis or
at lower levels of granularity if approved.  By keeping individual customer savings within the
boundaries of the load serving entity, the risk of privacy exposure is significantly reduced.  State
agencies still get reliable results, and load serving entities will have detailed information how these
interventions will affect their distribution system and the value they bring to the grid overall.
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Given that there may be varying implementation models of HOMES state by state, DOE should take
into consideration some possible data-sharing scenarios:

● Distributed implementation. A utility or LSEs would implement the program alongside
existing programs and process data on their own premise, providing derivative outputs on
performance to the SEO for payment.

● Centralized Implementation (by SEO). Energy consumption and customer information data
are provided to the SEO under a security agreement to conduct M&V for measured approach
and model calibration and targeting. The SEO would have full access to all data with direct
liability for protection.

● Centralized Third-Party implementation. Energy consumption and customer information
data are provided to and protected by SEO's third party under a security agreement to conduct
M&V for the measured approach and model calibration and targeting.  SEO would have access
to derivative data, not individual data, and responsibility and liability for the protection of the
data is held by third parties with SOC2 certification and appropriate cyber insurance.

In each scenario any vendor or third party that is handling energy consumption data on behalf of the
state agency or the load serving entity should be SOC2 certified and carry cyber insurance. Recurve is
supportive of Green Button and Green Button Connect to access customer data when and where it is
accompanied with reliable service, consistent implementation and ease of consumer access. However,
since it is not yet implemented with reliability or consistency, DOE should also allow streamlined data
access solutions offered by companies like UtilityAPI, Arcadia, or direct data collection so the urgently
needed improvements to Green Button and Green Button Connect do not hamper program
deployment.

DOE should also consider that a number of technical approaches can be employed to protect against
individual privacy exposure. In addition to the commonly cited aggregation and anonymization
approaches, differential privacy can be used to protect against privacy breach and calibrated to a level
that still enables useful outputs of the data. DOE and NREL recently funded development of Energy
Differential Privacy with Recurve to test its application to improve data security and usefulness of
shared data.

Data needs are not limited to the measured approach.  For the modeled approach, a considerable
amount of customer data would need to be shared.  The data needed includes building data to verify
models (detailed description of each customer's home attributes), measure data, cost data,
income-qualification data, and customer historical billing data, which should be interval data
whenever possible. This data is required for QA, validation, and the calibration of predictions, meaning
there is substantial potential exposure to customer PII for all parties.

K. Compliance and Quality Assurance

52. What types of quality assurance and/or quality control should DOE, and program
administrators require? What are recommendations for best practices?

The level and type of quality assurance required are a function of the type of approach adopted under
HOMEs. The measured approach aligns aggregator and contractor incentives with measurable savings
at the meter, so the companies have a strong incentive to be accurate in their predictions and to do
quality work that delivers real results. This means that oversight can be limited to spot-checking and
data analysis to identify potential fraud or abuse. However, the requirement to regulate quality
through rules and costly oversight needs to be improved.
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As a best practice, quality assurance (QA) for a measured program should have several components,
including a review of qualifications and credentials, aggregators' roles and responsibilities, paperwork
audits, the establishment of program standards, and field photos on a sample of projects to verify
installation (unlike a modeled or deemed approach, attempts to assess quality are less critical as the
measured approach only pays for actual results). QA inspections only need to involve verification of
the contracted scope of work.

In contrast, the modeled approach pays customers based on a model which creates two significant
risks that must be managed through QA, rules and quality controls.  First, contractors have an
incentive to over-predict savings and under spend on installation to increase margins as actual
performance does not directly matter. Hence, models and calibration require review and QA, and the
quality of work should be audited on all sites (or at least a high percentage at random).  Second,
customers are paid regardless of the efficacy of projects, so contractors will maximize their margin by
cutting installation costs (AKA quality).  Therefore in modeled programs, significant oversight is
required for each step in the process to ensure good outcomes and prevent gaming.

Current measured P4P programs, such as the Franklin program, demonstrate how aligned incentives
can dramatically improve quality and customer experience without the need for costly oversight and
prescriptive rules. The Franklin P4P program, which replaced the CA AHUP predicted program,
improved realization rates from 27% to 100% and nearly doubled the electrical savings for customers
without the need for costly, high transaction cost program QA.

53. What data should DOE and program administrators collect to ensure their ability to conduct
adequate quality assurance and/or quality control?

For the measured approach, where incentives are aligned around delivered measured results, the PA
can limit their required site-level data and focus primarily on savings performance. If savings are not
delivered, they are not paid for. Additionally, this data can be used proactively to identify outlier
contractors and projects early in the process.  For a modeled approach, the program administrator
must receive customer building data (including square footage, age, insulation U/R values, etc),
measured energy consumption data, and customer meter data for QA models and QA implementation.

N. Open Response

59. Is there anything else DOE should be aware of as it develops program design guidance and
support for these rebate programs?

DOE should require measurement, even if states are utilizing a modeled approach, to validate impacts.
This is a best practice in the industry, and unless M&V is embedded in the program deployment,
constructing a nation-wide evaluation after the fact is extremely challenging.  Embedding
measurement, using widely available and open-source software, will also provide state energy offices
valuable intelligence to course correct and optimize the impact of federal dollars as well as
demonstrate tangible results to their own constituencies and to the federal agency.
DOE should be aware of the following existing measured programs and policies operating in California
with their associated guidelines:
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MCE Residential FLEXmarket:
The Residential FLEXmarket is a currently operating measured home performance program. It was
approved in 2022 by the California Public Utilities Commission (filed program plan) and is operated by
MCE, a community choice aggregator in northern California. MCE launched the $6M market in
response to California’s efforts to increase grid reliability and lower energy costs. This $6 million
program increases decarbonization and grid reliability by incentivizing participants to reduce energy
consumption with a focus on summer 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. peak hours. The Residential FLEXmarket is an
expansion of MCE’s Marketplace programs, which include the Commercial Efficiency Market and the
Peak FLEXmarket

Tri-County Regional Energy Network (3C-REN):
3C-REN’s Single Family Residential Program is powered by Recurve’s Demand FLEXmarket platform.
The Residential Marketplace utilizes independent, transparent, open-source measurement and
continual tracking of changes in pre- and post-intervention energy usage observed at the meter.  It
makes aggregator payments based on metered impacts, not calculated estimates, and offers targeted
incentives to disadvantaged communities with streamlined kicker incentives (3-7X) for both
electrification and efficiency improvements.

California Market Access Program for Summer Reliability:
In response to Governor Newsom’s July 30, 2021 Emergency Proclamation, which directed state
agencies to address a statewide shortage of electricity, the Commission authorized the Market Access
Program as a strategy to reduce peak demand. This program was created by D.21-12-011, which
authorized up to $150 million to fund projects that are incremental to the main energy efficiency
portfolio. Market Access incentivizes peak savings (7 to 9pm) during the summers of 2022 and 2023,
with payments based on actual savings at the meter with value tied to avoided cost and emission
reductions to address summer reliablity. The program is open to qualified aggregators.

California Public Utilities Commission NMEC Rulebook:
Guidance for Meter-based programs like HOMES can be found on their energy efficiency portfolio
page. Specifically, "Programs and Projects Using Normalized Metered Energy Consumption (NMEC)
NMEC Rulebook (Revised January 2020). Guidelines for "Population-based NMEC" are appropriate for
consideration of HOMES measured pathway program criteria and M&V expectations. This guide
provides core program design criteria to enable approval by the regulatory body and includes program
implementation considerations like eligibility along with pre-defined measurement and verification
expectations. Recurve created this tutorial video to help demystify the rules and provide program
implementers a path for operationalizing the guidance.

60. What evaluations, research, reports, or other resources can help inform DOE’s program
guidance?

DOE should utilize lessons learned from recent residential meter-base pay for performance models
that have operated over the past several years:

Case Study: Streamlining Processes Achieves More for California Home Energy Program  HOME
UPGRADE PROGRAM ACCELERATOR, Better Buildings - US Department of Energy.
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/beat-blog/top-solutions-2021
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https://www.demandflexmarket.com/mce-residential-efficiency-market.html
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Energy-Emergency-Proc-7-30-21.pdf
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/industries-and-topics/electrical-energy/demand-side-management/energy-efficiency/market-access-program
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/industries-and-topics/electrical-energy/demand-side-management/energy-efficiency/market-access-program
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M429/K805/429805997.PDF
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/industries-and-topics/electrical-energy/demand-side-management/energy-efficiency/rolling-portfolio-program-guidance
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/-/media/cpuc-website/files/legacyfiles/n/6442463694-nmec-rulebook2-0.pdf
https://youtu.be/rhMuoZWJMpk
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/beat-blog/top-solutions-2021


Recurve Response to the RFI for the Home Efficiency Rebate Programs

Policy Pathways to Meter-based Pay for Performance, (Carmen Best, IEPEC 2019 Proceedings)
explores the policy drivers for meter-based performance programs. Three states embarked on
meter-based pay for performance in this time period, and the results of each provided lessons learned
for initiating, sustaining, and assessing these efforts.

PG&E’s Residential P4P program:
PG&E’s Residential Energy Efficiency Program launched one of the first Residential Pay for
Performance (P4P) programs in 2016 to test whether this market solution can cost-effectively scale
residential energy efficiency. PG&E selected several aggregators through a competitive solicitation.
Each aggregator offered a unique model of working directly with residential customers and contractors
to achieve energy savings via behavioral interventions and retrofits.  PG&E provided incentive
payments to aggregators based on analyzing the combined impact of their customers' metered energy
consumption.  Franklin Energy, one of the program’s aggregators, presented its results at an industry
forum (slides 133-146).  The program, which replaced the California Advanced Home Upgrade
predicted program, improved realization rates from 27% to 100% and nearly doubled the electrical
savings for customers without needing costly, high transaction cost quality assurance.

NYSERDA Residential P4P program:

NYSERDA’s Home Energy Savings Program was a pay-for-performance residential energy savings pilot
program in Central New York. This approach hit several barriers before launch. By utilizing a traditional
utility procurement process, only two companies were able to participate. One withdrew well prior to
launch and the other bid too low to acutally support deployment. I addition, after the RFP was
awarded, competing programs were launched that paid for deemed savings at a higher rate. These
valuable lessons should be considered when designing future meter-based performance programs.

Oregon Energy Trust Residential P4P:

Oregon's residential pay-for-performance program launched in April 2019 for a limited two-year term
to explore meter-based performance models and accelerate the state's response to climate change.
The program offers a good example of why existing programs need adaptions to succeed as a
measured performance program. In the evaluation of the pilot published in 2021, it was noted that
aggregators saw the potential to use performance data and incentives to guide their offerings but did
not significantly engage with the data during the pilot because the incentives offerings possible were
not fully aligned with accountability for their delivered impacts.

DOE should also consider the number and diversity of aggregators already participating in measured
program models. A comprehensive list is provided on the Demand FLEXmarket webpage:
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https://www.iepec.org/2019_proceedings/#/paper/event-data/044-pdf
https://cedars.sound-data.com/documents/download/2303/main/
https://cedmc.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/FULL-SLIDE-DECK-2023-CEDMC-EMV-Forum-FINAL.pdf
https://cedmc.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/FULL-SLIDE-DECK-2023-CEDMC-EMV-Forum-FINAL.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About/Newsroom/2020-Announcements/2020-11-05-nyserda-and-national-grid-partner-to-launch-innovative-home-energy-savings-program-in-central-new-york
https://www.energytrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/P4P-Pilot-Evaluation-Final-Report_wSR.pdf

